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Professor Daniel T. Jones is the Founder and Chairman of the Lean Enterprise Academy in the U.K., a senior advisor to the Lean Enterprise
Institute, a management thought leader and mentor on applying lean process thinking to every type of business, and has also helped
establish the Lean Global Network of 18 non-profit institutes to spread lean thinking around the world. Daniel was a member of the U.K.
Government's task forces on Rethinking Construction, Manufacturing Futures, Automotive Innovation, and Growth and Skills for Sustainable
Communities.
"A leading expert on Lean Thinking and Practice"

In detail

Languages

Daniel helped establish the first company University in the UK at

He presents in English.

Unipart, wrote the UK Government's Lean Thinking for the NHS
and organized the first Global Healthcare Summit. Daniel

Want to know more?

mentors a dozen hospitals in the UK, Italy and the USA and

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

published Making Hospitals Work. He is advisor to the European

could bring to your event.

Efficient Consumer Response movement and editor of the
International Commerce Review. Daniel holds a bachelor's

How to book him?

degree in economics from the University of Sussex.

Simply phone or e-mail us.

What he offers you

watch video

Management thought leader, and mentor on applying lean
process thinking to every type of business, Daniel is dedicated to

Publications

helping corporations to identify and achieve first-class

2005

performance levels throughout the globe. In his enlightening

Lean Solutions

presentations he shows decision makers how, by implementing

2004

Lean Thinking, firms can do more with less, respond more quickly
to customer needs, create more rewarding jobs for employees
and reduce their impact on the environment.

Lean Thinking
2001
Seeing the Whole The Route to the Future
2000

How he presents
An experienced speaker, Prof. Jones' presentations are packed

Towards Perfect Customer Fulfilment

with practical, targeted advice that can be actioned by

1996

organisations wishing to increase efficiency and, therefore,

Lean Thinking: Banish Waste and Create Wealth in Your Corporation

profitability.

1990
The Machine that Changed the World

Topics
Lean Solutions
Lean Thinking
Supply Chain
Organisational Development
Management Distribution
Integrated Transport & eCommerce Logistics
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